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Truck-Fest Going On Now Through the End of March at Brandon Ford

Tampa Dealership Features a Huge Inventory of New Ford Trucks Thanks to It Being New
Ford Retail Sales Leader

TAMPA, Fla. (PRWEB) March 17, 2021 -- Brandon Ford, a dealership in Tampa, Florida, was recently named
the new Ford retail sales leader for 2020 by Ford, an achievement the dealership is looking to celebrate in a big
way.

More specifically, Brandon Ford is celebrating this achievement by putting on its Truck-Fest event, which is
going on now through the end of March, and features discounts on around 1,000 new Ford trucks, including the
new Ford F-150 lineup, the new Ford Super Duty lineup, the new Ford Ranger lineup and more.
Brandon Ford has always had a strong commitment to its customers, and that commitment has seen the
dealership increase its inventory over the years in an effort to ensure customers can always find the exact make
and model for which they’re looking.

That commitment extends to helping customers before they step foot on the Brandon Ford lot. In fact, the
Brandon Ford website houses the informative Brandon Ford Blog, which features posts related to all of the
latest news and notes about new Ford models, and the Brandon Ford model information page, which features
model-specific research pages so customers can learn all they need to know about any new Ford model in
which they might be interested.

Once a customer figures out which new Ford model they’d like to see, they’re encouraged to come celebrate
with Brandon Ford during Truck-Fest.

“Our Truck-Fest event is a one-of-a-kind event that brings people in from all over Florida,” said Tom Murray
of Brandon Ford. “Nothing is off limits, everything is discounted. It’s our way of thanking our customers for all
of their support.”

More information about Brandon Ford and the Truck-Fest event can be found on the dealership’s website at
www.brandonford.com. Customers can direct any questions they may have to the friendly and knowledgeable
Brandon Ford staff by calling 813-246-3673 or by emailing Tom Murray at tom@brandonford.com. Brandon
Ford is located at 9090 Adamo Drive in Tampa.
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Contact Information
Tom Murray
Brandon Ford
http://www.brandonford.com
813-371-7945

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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